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O qa llew po[nGers for each region in the Out and About
Section there is a iittle 'V' in a circle.

This does not mean that the R.O. in question is a vegetarian but that they are willing to value
your car for insurance purposesl

A few basic guidelines are outlined regarding Club valuations and what is expected from the
member. With that in mind here is a list of points to consider, it is not meant to be exhaustive
and you should check with your chosen R.O. to see if they require anything e1se.
o You must go to the R.O. this may mean a trip to his house or occasionally a trip to a friendly
garage so ramps etc can be used.

o The car must be brought in daylight. I know this seems daft but some members have turned
up in the dark and expect the R.O. to provide full floodlighting so the car can be examinedl
o The car must be cleanl Again another obvious one but tales abound ofcars arriving caked
in mud etc. If the R.O. can not see the state of the undemeath how can he say that it is solid/
o The R.O. will expect a short ride in the car. It is usually sufficient that the owner drives
provided that he carries out any reasonable instruction asked of him. Think about this, would you
buy a car without driving it? \7e11 no sane person would give a value on a car that he does not
<now will go in a straight line, turn corners and stopl
o The valuation given by the R.O. is final. Please don't get into a bartering situation, if you are
:eally adamant that your car is worth more you could always try someone else, but these people
know what they are looking at.

o Don't ask the person carrying out the valuation to ignore faults. One R.O.had a time when a
member showed up in a car with serious side impact damage and then went on to inform the R.O.
that it was ok to value it as perfect as the work would be done in the next few monthsl The valuer
can only value what they see.

o The service is free but can take up ro a couple ofhours to complete. So don't expect the
laluer to complete the job in ten minutes because 'l've got to pick the wife up at six'; yes that
has happened as welll

If all that has put you off having your car valued can I remind you that most insurers will
accept a self-valuation. This figure is usually limited to 13000. A word of advice about taking the
pictures for a self-valuation. Thke plenty and send the lot in, even if they only ask for a couple.
Take shots of the known trouble spots, sill end closures, inner wings, DeDion mounts etc ro
lemonstrate that they are in good condition. Then again ifyours are less than perfect don'tl
Send a covering letter with the pictures pointing out all the good points and include copies of
bilis for major work done to the vehicle.

One last point insurers are wise to the fact that some people send in old photographs when
asking for a valuation. Thke a shot of the engine bay with a copy of that days paper propped on
the rocker cover so that you can see the headline and date ifpossible. The Sun and Star usually
have nice bold headlines for this purpose bur perhaps as Rover owners we should use rhe
Telegraph, Observer or even the Timesl ,o ,
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